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a class label can be acquired. Therefore, a classifier can
be constructed by using them as a user-specific (writerdependent) one. It is considered that the performance
of the user-specific classifier is better than that of the
generic one. However, in order to obtain a userspecific classifier with high performance, a large
number of training examples must be gathered. This
requires that a user spends considerable time and effort
collecting samples.
To solve this problem, several methods have been
proposed [3], [4]. In these methods, to construct a
classifier adapted to the input patterns of a specific user,
a prepared generic classifier is updated or modified
progressively every time the user writes a pattern. As a
result, it has been reported that the constructed
classifier can reduce the recognition error rate even
when very few samples per class have been entered.
However, these methods have the following problems:
z Since all of the input patterns are used for
updating or modifying the classifier, the
computational cost may be large.
z The systems tend to be complex.
z For a specific class, the user input patterns can
vary significantly from those of the training
examples used for the construction of a generic
classifier. In this case, it is difficult for the system
to adapt to large deformation because the userspecific classifier is constructed on the basis of
the generic classifier for the corresponding class.
We propose a method with the following features:
z Using only an input pattern that causes a
recognition error, a two-class classifier of the
corresponding class is (re)constructed as a part of
a user-specific classifier, separately from the
generic one. As reported earlier, a large number
of training examples are needed to construct a
new classifier. In previous research [5], we
emphasized that patterns can be artificially
generated by applying affine transformation to a
few real samples. Our system uses this method

Abstract
For an online handwriting recognition system
equipped with a writer-independent classifier to
progressively improve the recognition performance for
a specific writer with an increase in his/her
handwriting inputs, the following method is proposed:
(1)
For a handwriting pattern that causes a
recognition error, a two-class classifier of the
corresponding class is (re)constructed as a part of a
writer-dependent classifier, separately from the writerindependent one, where artificially generated
examples are used to compensate for lack of training
examples. (2) In the recognition stage, the writerindependent classifier is applied first, and then the
constructed writer-dependent classifier is used only in
cases in which a result obtained by the writerindependent classifier possesses lower reliability.
We examine the effectiveness of the proposed
method using 6,000 Japanese Hiragana characters
written by 3 users. As a result, an average recognition
rate of 98.07% was obtained by the exclusive use of the
writer-independent classifier. On the other hand, the
rate improved to 99.92% with at most 7
(re)constructions of a writer-dependent classifier.

1. Introduction
For devices with a digital pen, such as that used
with a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and Tablet PC,
an online handwritten recognition technique is
important to input characters and symbols naturally.
Many methods have been proposed [1], [2]. A generic
(writer-independent) classifier can be constructed using
them and training examples acquired from many
individuals. However, the recognition performance is
insufficient, since the shape of handwritten patterns
varies widely among users.
A device for personal use is usually used by only a
specific user. If recognition errors are corrected
properly by the user while writing, input patterns with
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[8] to train the SVMs. To apply SVM
S
to a multiclass
character recognition problem, we used the one-versusthe-rest (1vr) approach [7]. In this
t
way, a generic
classifier was built.
We examined the recognition performance of the
constructed generic classifier using handwritten
characters written by 3 users (diffeerent from those who
wrote the training examples). The test samples
consisted of 2,000 characters for
f
each user (100
characters for each class). The recognition
r
result is
shown in Table 1. For the classes not shown in this
table, the recognition rates of alll users were 100%.
These results show that the generiic classifier has high
classification ability for almost all class patterns;
however, a specific character of a specific
s
user is often
misclassified. This means that th
he generic classifier
cannot respond to a user’s unique deformation for a
specific character class. Thereforee, if a user-specific
classifier were constructed only for
f the misclassified
patterns and if it could be combin
ned with the generic
classifier properly, the entire recog
gnition rate would be
improved.

and generates many training examples to
construct a user-specific classifierr.
z In the recognition stage, the genneric classifier is
applied first, and then the coonstructed userspecific classifier is used only in ccases in which a
result obtained by the generic classifier possesses
lower reliability.
In the present experiments, wee examine the
effectiveness of the proposed method using
handwritten Japanese Hiragana characteers.

2. Construction of generic classsifier
A generic classifier can be construccted making use
of a large number of training exam
mples written by
many users. In this system, the firrst 20 Japanese
Hiragana characters in the lexical orderr, shown in Fig.1,
were selected as target patterns. In F
Fig.1, the sharp
symbol followed by the number denotes the assigned
class number. We used 20,000 characcters written by
about 100 individuals (10 characters pper person for an
individual class) as training examplees, which were
selected from the character databbase HANDSnakayosi_t-98-09[6].

Table1. Performance of the generic classifier
class#
1
6
7
11
16
17
19
20

Figure 1. Target characters and asssigned class #
In the online database, we assuume that each
character is divided into strokes, eachh of which is a
connected component from pen-downn to pen-up. We
also assume that each stroke is reepresented as a
sequence of 2D coordinates of pen positions. Most
Japanese Hiragana characters consist of several strokes.
The bounding box that surrounds a seqquence of points
of each character is normalized to 64 64 pixels. An
image of each character is generated byy connecting the
sequence of points for each stroke.. The character
image is then partitioned into 8 8 blocks. Four
patterns emphasizing four directtions (vertical,
horizontal, left slant, and right slant) att every block are
detected. As a result, 256 features ( 8 8 4 ) are
extracted.
To classify the characters, we use SV
VM (a two-class
classifier) [7]. For an individual claass, an SVM is
trained using the features extracted fr
from all the test
examples and the corresponding targeet values (1 for
positive examples and -1 for negative). As a result, 20
SVMs are constructed. In practice, w
we adopted the
Gaussian kernel as a kernel function annd used SVMlight

ate [%]
recognition ra
user#1
user#2
user#3
100
97
7
100
100
89
9
100
99
99
9
99
52
100
0
100
100
100
0
99
98
100
0
100
100
92
2
66
100
100
0
99

3. Writer adaptation system
m
Since the generic classifier can recognize almost all
input patterns correctly, as we meentioned before, and
the construction of a new claassifier is a timeconsuming process, only if an inp
put pattern causes a
recognition error, a user-specific two-class classifier
(SVM) of the corresponding classs is (re)constructed
separately from the generic one. Consequently,
C
a userspecific classifier consists of on
ne or more SVMs.
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of thee system.
To build a user-specific SVM,, a large number of
training examples are needed. Thee negative examples
consist of 50 patterns for each class,
c
written by 50
users (1 character per user). They are
a selected from the
training examples used for thee generic classifier
construction. That is, 1,000 fixed patterns are used as
o
hand, it is
negative examples. On the other
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consist of the real input pattern itself and 999 virtual
examples generated from the input pattern using the
above method. For the class, if another input pattern is
misclassified, the positive examples are re-generated,
and the user-specific SVM for the corresponding class
is also reconstructed. In such cases, the system
generates as few patterns as possible by using the
previously generated patterns. For the ith (i is a 2 or
higher integer value) misclassified pattern of a specific
class, positive examples consist of the following
patterns:

recommended that about 1,000 positive examples be
also prepared. However, the number of input patterns
is limited. We, therefore, use our previous method [5]
to generate many artificial patterns (virtual examples)
from the real input pattern.
A character consists of one or more strokes, and
each stroke is represented as a sequence of 2D
coordinates of pen positions. In our previous work, we
simply applied the following affine transformation to
each point of a stroke.
A
t ,t

T

,

(1)
1.
2.
3.

is the
center of the bounding box of the stroke. A 2×2
matrix A is given as the product of a shear matrix S
and a rotation matrix R
where

A

is the translation and

A θ, ε , ε

where R θ and S ε , ε
1
ε

S ε ,ε

R θ S ε ,ε ,

4.

(2)

are given by

ε
1 ,R θ

cosθ
sinθ

where N denotes the total number of positive examples
(in this system, N is 1,000). The patterns in item 3 are
previously generated ones. (In practice, the directional
features extracted from the patterns in items 1 and 3
were preserved at the previous pattern generation.)
The user-specific SVM is (re)constructed by using
directional features extracted from the positive and
negative examples in the same way as for the
construction of the generic classifier. In the experiment,
the SVMs were trained by using SVMlight as well.
If the constructed user-specific classifier is always
used to recognize an input pattern, it may worsen the
entire recognition performance. Specifically, the
performance of the user-specific classifier should not
be high enough in a situation in which not enough
patterns are entered. Consequently, as shown in Fig.2,
the generic classifier is applied first, and then the userspecific classifier is used only in cases in which a
result obtained by the generic classifier possesses
lower reliability.
To evaluate the reliability, we used the following
two values: the largest output value ( V ) of SVMs
constructed for the generic classifier and the difference
value (V between the value V and the second largest
one; this was because both values tend to be small
when the recognition fails in a preliminary experiment.
In practice, if V
Th and V
Th , where Th and
Th are threshold values, the reliability is judged to be
low. In such a case, both classifiers (generic and userspecific ones) are applied to the input pattern, and the
pattern is recognized by applying the 1vr approach to
all SVMs of generic and user-specific classifiers.

sinθ
. (3)
cosθ

The transformation in (1) is specified by 5
parameters t , t , θ, ε , ε . They are given uniformly
at random for each stroke.
1
pattern
input

is result
correct?

recognition by
generic classifier
high
reliability
?

No
recognition by
generic & userspecific classifiers

Yes

1

No

Yes

misclassified patterns P , P , , P ,
misclassified pattern P ,
N i /i patterns extracted from virtual
examples that are generated from each of the
patterns P , P , , P , that is, i 1 N i /i
patterns in total,
N
i
i 1 N i /i ) virtual examples are
newly generated based on the pattern P ,

correct label
input
(re)construction of
user-specific SVM
for the
corresponding class

*
1

Figure 2. Flowchart of the system (shaded
boxes refer to user’s confirmation or user inputs)
For a specific class, if an input pattern of the class is
misclassified for the first time, the positive examples
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(re)constructed user-specific SVM and the class
number of the pattern as which the system
misclassified an input pattern. In this case, three userspecific SVMs (for classes #11, #17, and #7) were
finally built. The third and fourth columns represent
the recognition results for dataset-B. We take the
fourth row as an example. #17( #3) in the second
column denotes that a pattern of class #17 was
misclassified as a pattern of class #3 in the process of
recognizing dataset-A and the user-specific SVM for
the class (#17) was constructed. Using the system at
that time, the patterns of dataset-B were recognized.
The results are shown in the third and fourth columns.
#7( #11)/31 denotes that the system misclassified 31
patterns of class #7 as patterns of class #11.
Consequently, the number of total errors was 31, as
shown in the fourth column.
The results show that the total errors are reduced
progressively every time that the user-specific SVM is
(re)constructed. However, a few fluctuations can be
seen. For user #1, it is difficult for the system to
distinguish between the patterns of classes #7 and #11.
If a user-specific SVM for one of the classes is
(re)constructed, the recognition error for the other class
tends to increase. This is a reason for the occurrence of
the fluctuation. However, after the user-specific SVMs
for both classes are reconstructed several times, the
errors suddenly decrease.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the
recognition rates for dataset-B and the number of times
user-specific SVMs are (re)constructed. For 3 users’
patterns, the average recognition rate with the initial
condition was 98.07%, and the rate improved to
99.92%, with at most 7 (re)constructions of userspecific SVMs.

4. Experimental results
In the experiment, we used test patterns written by 3
users who were the same as those shown in Table 1.
All character patterns were written within a 200 200
pixel window using a Tablet PC. In total, 4,000
patterns (200 patterns for each class) were acquired
from each user. With regard to the patterns of each user,
we call half of them dataset-A (100 patterns for each
class and 2,000 patterns in total) and the other half,
dataset-B. For dataset-A, the data for the jth pattern
(j 1,2, ,100 of ith class (i 1,2, ,20 is denoted
by A[i][j].
We prepared the same generic classifier used in
Section 2. The parameters of the affine transformation
t , t , θ, ε , ε used in the experiment were
|t |, t
7 pixel , |θ| 2 degree , | ε |, ε
0.2.
The thresholds Th and Th were 0.8 and 1.5,
respectively. According to the procedure shown in
Fig.2, patterns A[1][1], A[2][1], , A[20][1], A[1][2],
A[2][2], , and A[20][100] were processed one by
one in this order. In the process, in order to assess the
improvement of the system performance using the
newly constructed system, all patterns of dataset-B
were recognized every time a user-specific SVM was
(re)constructed (this timing is denoted by an asterisk in
Fig.2). Note that the system does not (re)construct
user-specific SVMs but it does recognize dataset-B.
Table 2 shows the results of this process for the
patterns of user #1.
Table2. Results for the patterns of user #1
class # of
(re)built
SVM

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

#11(
#17(
#7(
#11(
#7(
#7(

#7)
#3)
#11)
#7)
#11)
#11)

misclassified pattern class
and number of errors
for dataset-B
#11( #7)/50, #11( #10)/7,
#11( #17)/1, #17( #3)/1
#7( #11)/31, #17( #3)/1
#7( #11)/31
#7( #11)/1, #11( #7)/1
#7( #11)/23
#7( #11)/2

total
error

100.00

59

recognition rate [%]

(re)
built #

32
31
2
23
2
0

99.50
99.00
98.50
user#1

98.00

user#2

97.50

user#3

97.00
96.50

In the table, the first column (denoted by “(re) built
#”) represents how many times user-specific SVMs are
(re)constructed in the process of feeding patterns of
dataset-A into the system one by one. Therefore, in the
second row, denoted by “(re) built # is 0,” the patterns
of dataset-B were recognized using only the generic
classifier, and the corresponding results are represented
(the results for dataset-A, recognized using only the
generic classifier, are shown in Table 1). The second
column represents the class number of the

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

number of classifier (re)constructions

Figure 3. Relationship between recognition rates
and number of times user-specific SVMs are
(re)constructed
It is considered that the longest computing time is
required to construct a new user-specific SVM for a
class because the system has to generate the largest
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two-class classifier. Therefore, our method has wide
applications.
In the current system, the negative examples used
for the construction of the user-specific SVM are
extracted equally from the training examples of an
individual class, in which the training examples are
used for the construction of the generic classifier. The
system tends to misclassify many patterns of a specific
class (denoted as class-A) as those of another specific
class (denoted as class-B) depending on the user. If
negative examples are extracted more frequently from
the class-B patterns, the recognition rate could be
improved more rapidly.

number of virtual examples (999 samples). Using a few
patterns, we measured the time, and a time range
between 0.3s and 0.4s (CPU: Xeon Quad-Core
3.16GHz, Memory: 4GB) was obtained. Therefore,
very little waiting time is required for a user to enter
patterns.

5. Conclusion
For an online handwriting recognition system to
progressively improve the recognition performance for
a specific user with an increase in his/her handwriting
inputs, the following method was proposed:
z For a handwriting pattern that causes a
recognition error, a user-specific SVM of the
corresponding class is (re)constructed separately
from the generic classifier, in which artificially
generated examples are used.
z
In the recognition stage, the generic classifier is
applied first, and only if the reliability of the
result is not high, the constructed user-specific
classifier is also applied.
We examined the effectiveness of the proposed
method used with 6,000 Japanese Hiragana characters
(20 classes) written by 3 users. An average recognition
rate of 98.07% was obtained with the generic classifier,
and the rate then improved to 99.92% with at most 7
(re)constructions of user-specific SVMs. The results
show that the method can minimize the number of
constructions of user-specific SVMs and reduce the
computational cost while the user is writing;
furthermore, it adapts easily to the writer. As to the
computing time for the construction of an SVM, it is
less than approximately 0.4s. The system is concluded
to be sufficiently practical.
In the system, we adopted the directional features of
the character image and SVM classifiers. However, our
method could be applied to any system using other
features and classifiers; however, the type required is a
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